EXPLORING NEWER VISTAS in CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT

- **EASY & FAST Rx** generation, SAVES 50% of doctor’s time during repeat Rx
- **INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENTS** such as lab, front desk, pharmacy, diet etc
- **MULTI LANGUAGE SUPPORT**, auto translate Rx to hindi, marathi, gujarati, tamil, telegu, kannada, bengali and many more
- **AUTOMATIC SMS REMINDERS** for review appointments and camps
- **EASY STORAGE & ACCESS** of case records
- **EASY RECALL OF DATA** for scientific paper presentation
- **PRINTING OF BILLS**, lab reports and periodic or daily accounts
- **AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE PRICE** for individual doctors and clinics

FOR DEMO & ENQUIRIES PLEASE VISIT:  [www.oneglance.in/mypractice](http://www.oneglance.in/mypractice)
Email: sandeep@oneglance.in  or  CALL Ph: 09566100045